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Abstract
■ Working memory ( WM) needs to protect current content

INTRODUCTION
Working memory (WM) refers to our ability to temporarily
hold information in mind, manipulate it, and update it in
the service of goal-directed behavior (Oberauer et al.,
2018; Cowan, 2017). Models of WM have long emphasized
the tension between its maintenance and updating functions (Fallon, van der Schaaf, ter Huurne, & Cools, 2017;
Badre, 2012; O’Reilly, 2006; Frank, Loughry, & O’Reilly,
2001; Miller & Cohen, 2001): Current WM content has to
be shielded from interference by irrelevant information,
while at the same time being amenable to updating when
new goal-relevant information appears.
An influential neurocognitive theory addressing this
dilemma is the PBWM (PFC, BG, and WM) network model,
which postulates a selective input gate for WM (O’Reilly &
Frank, 2006; Frank et al., 2001). Specifically, the model
proposes a BG gating mechanism that separates perceptual
input, represented in sensory cortex, from WM representations, maintained in (or via) dorsolateral PFC (dlPFC). By
default, the gate is closed, thus enabling robust maintenance/
shielding of WM content. However, in response to salient
signals, like task-relevant stimuli or reward cues, the BG
gate opens (based on phasic dopaminergic input from
the midbrain), allowing for the inflow of new information
into WM via a thalamus–PFC pathway.
There is a vast neuroimaging literature supporting the
assumption that the dlPFC—usually in conjunction with the
medial PFC (mPFC) and posterior parietal cortex (PPC)—
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compared externally presented face stimuli to a reference face
held in WM, while alternating between updating and maintaining
this reference, resulting in opening versus closing the gate to WM.
Gate opening and substitution processes were associated with
strong BG, thalamic, and frontoparietal activation, but intriguingly, the same activity profile was observed for sensory cortex
supporting task stimulus processing (i.e., the fusiform face area).
In contrast, gate closing was not reliably associated with any of
these regions. These findings provide new support for the involvement of the BG in gate opening, as suggested by the gating model,
but qualify the model’s assumptions by demonstrating that gate
closing does not seem to depend on the BG and that gate opening
also involves task-relevant sensory cortex. ■

contributes to the maintenance of WM content (e.g.,
D’Esposito & Postle, 2015; Nee et al., 2013; Feredoes,
Heinen, Weiskopf, Ruff, & Driver, 2011; Roth, Serences, &
Courtney, 2006). The same broad set of regions, often
referred to as the frontoparietal network (FPN), has also
been implicated in updating WM, as inferred from n-back
(e.g., Owen, McMillan, Laird, & Bullmore, 2005), AX-CPT
(e.g., Lopez-Garcia et al., 2016), and task-switching (e.g.,
Kim, Cilles, Johnson, & Gold, 2012) studies. These regions
have therefore been referred as the core network of WM
( Johnson et al., 2019; Harding, Yücel, Harrison, Pantelis,
& Breakspear, 2015; Rottschy et al., 2012). A smaller set of
studies has also provided evidence to support the involvement of the BG (Chatham & Badre, 2015; Murty et al., 2011;
Cools, Sheridan, Jacobs, & D’Esposito, 2007) and/or the
midbrain (D’Ardenne et al., 2012; Murty et al., 2011) in
WM updating. More specifically, the involvement of the
BG in gating goal-relevant information into WM—a key
subcomponent of WM updating—has been implicated in
several studies. For example, previous studies reported
BG involvement during switching attention between
objects (van Schouwenburg et al., 2014; Cools, Clark, &
Robbins, 2004) and tasks (Leber, Turk-Browne, & Chun,
2008). Moreover, van Schouwenburg, den Ouden, and
Cools (2010) found that the BG mediated the connectivity
between PFC and visual cortex during attentional shifts, triggered by a bottom–up cue. Finally, McNab and Klingberg
(2008) demonstrated that activity in both PFC and BG preceded the selection of relevant information for WM maintenance and that this activity was associated with individual
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from interference and simultaneously be amenable to rapid updating with newly relevant information. An influential model suggests these opposing requirements are met via a BG–thalamus
gating mechanism that allows for selective updating of PFC WM
representations. A large neuroimaging literature supports the
general involvement of PFC, BG, and thalamus, as well as posterior parietal cortex, in WM. However, the specific functional contributions of these regions to key subprocesses of WM updating,
namely, gate opening, content substitution, and gate closing, are
still unknown, as common WM tasks conflate these processes. We
therefore combined fMRI with the reference-back task, specifically designed to tease apart these subprocesses. Participants

METHODS
Participants
To mitigate the dangers of false-positive and false-negative
findings, we based our sample size on effect size estimation
(Button et al., 2013). Specifically, a recent meta-analysis of
a large fMRI data set indicated a moderate effect size for
WM task contrasts (Poldrack et al., 2017). For a desired
power of 0.8 to detect this size of effect in within-subject
contrasts, under assumption of a conservative (low) level
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of correlation between paired observations (r = .3), we
aimed for a minimal sample size of n = 45 (based on
GPower; Erdfelder, Faul, & Buchner, 1996).
Sixty-one healthy students from Ben-Gurion University
of the Negev participated in the experiment in exchange
for monetary compensation. Thirteen participants were
excluded from the analysis because of technical problems
with the MRI during the scan (6), extensive head movements (2) or a low accuracy rate (5; <80%). The final
sample included 48 participants (29 women; age: M =
25.5 years, SD = 2 years). All participants were righthanded and reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
None of the participants had any history of neurological or
psychiatric problems. The experiment was approved by
the Helsinki committee of the Soroka Medical Center, Beer
Sheva, Israel.
Stimuli
The reference-back task used eight face images of neutral facial expression (four male, four female; two faces
per block) from the FEI faces database (fei.edu.br/~cet/
facedatabase.html). The faces were displayed inside blue
(RGB values: 0, 0, 255) and red (RGB values: 255, 0, 0)
colored frames (see Figure 1A). The faces’ diameter was
approximately 180 pixels (4.76 cm, subtending a visual angle
of 2.7° from a 100-cm viewing distance). The frame’s dimensions were 380 × 380 pixels (10 × 10 cm), subtending a
visual angle of 5.7°. The use of face stimuli (in combination
with an independent “localizer” scan) enabled us to identify
the fusiform face area (FFA; Kanwisher, McDermott, & Chun,
1997) to assess neural task stimulus processing in visual
cortex as a function of WM updating operations. The localizer task employed grayscale images of famous familiar
faces, unfamiliar faces, buildings, objects, and scrambled
objects. Those images were presented within an elliptical
shape (14.5 × 8 cm, 8.3° × 4.5°) against a black background.
All stimuli were projected on a screen at the back of the
scanner bore and viewed via a mirror affixed to the head coil.
Procedure
The scanning session took about an hour, in the following
sequence: anatomical structural scan (10 min); 1-back task
with face stimuli, serving as a face localizer task (10 min);
and four 80-trial blocks of the reference-back task (30 min).
The participants completed a behavioral practice session
(two blocks) of the reference-back task a day or two before
the experimental session in the scanner.
The Reference-Back Task
We employed the reference-back task (Rac-Lubashevsky &
Kessler, 2016a, 2016b), which enabled us to disentangle
WM updating subprocesses (i.e., gate opening, gate closing,
and substitution). This task is based on the n-back task. In
the standard n-back task, the participant is presented with
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differences in WM capacity, resonating with the notion
that capacity is related to filtering (i.e., gating) ability
( Vogel, McCollough, & Machizawa, 2005).
Although there is broad agreement on the FPN, BG, and
thalamus being the key players in WM input gating, the
mapping of these regions to the processes underlying
WM gating and updating is presently unclear. These processes include opening the gate to allow information into
WM, modifying the relevant items while removing outdated information, and returning to a closed-gate, perceptually shielded state when updating is complete. The reason
for a lack of such process-specific brain mapping in the prior
literature is mainly because of task impurity. For instance,
standard n-back, AX-CPT, and task-switching protocols
conflate item encoding, updating, substitution, and other
processes and do not provide a means to differentiate gate
opening, gate closing, substitution, and item removal processes (discussed in Lewis-Peacock, Kessler, & Oberauer,
2018; Kessler, 2017; Rac-Lubashevsky & Kessler, 2016a,
2016b; Ecker, Lewandowsky, Oberauer, & Chee, 2010).
The goal of this study was therefore to examine potential
functional specialization in the WM network with respect to
above-described subprocesses involved in WM updating.
To this end, we paired fMRI with the recently developed
“reference-back” task (Rac-Lubashevsky & Kessler, 2016a,
2016b, 2018), which has been shown to successfully disentangle processing costs associated with four key WM updating operations: (1) opening the gate to WM; (2) updating
information in WM, which may either take the form of reinforcing current content or (3) substituting old with new
information; and (4) closing the gate to enable robust maintenance of the newly updated information. In addition, we
examined the neural correlates of being in an “updating
mode” (see Kessler & Oberauer, 2014). Unlike the processes
described above, the updating mode refers to the state of
the gate to WM—whether it is open for new input or not.
By interrogating neural responses in the BG, FPN, and
thalamus, as well as in visual regions with known sensitivity
to our task stimuli (see below), we observed distinct patterns of neural substrates supporting the different WM updating processes. Whereas dlPFC, BG, and thalamus were
preferentially involved in the gate opening process, parietal
cortex also contributed to this process but additionally displayed a stronger contribution to substitution. In contrast,
these regions were not involved in gate closing.

a sequence of stimuli and is asked to decide whether the
current stimulus is identical or not to the stimulus presented N trials before (Owen et al., 2005; Jonides et al.,
1997). Because updating, including various subprocesses,
takes places in each trial of the N-back task, it is difficult to
isolate the subprocess and identify their distinctive neural
markers. To overcome this limitation, the reference-back
paradigm was developed.
This task is composed of two trial types: reference and
comparison. Specifically, in each trial (see Figure 1A), a face
stimulus was presented inside a red or blue frame, and the
participant was required to indicate whether or not the
stimulus was identical to the one presented in the most
recent red frame. Trials involving a red frame are denoted
“reference trials.” In these trials, the participant must first
compare the presented stimulus to the one held in WM,
that is, the face that appeared in the previous red frame
(making a same/different decision); the participant then
has to update his or her WM with the stimulus that appears
in the present trial, which serves as the reference for future
trials. Trials involving a blue frame are denoted “comparison trials.” Like in red frame trials, the participant is
required to make a same/different decision between the
currently presented face and the reference held in WM;
however, unlike in reference trials, WM does not have to
be updated, because blue-framed faces do not serve as a
reference for future trials.
Accordingly, both reference and comparison trials involve
a same/different decision against a WM referent, but only

the former require WM updating. This means that the gate
to WM should be open in reference trials but kept closed in
comparison trials. By considering the state of the gate on the
previous trial, this protocol further allows one to distinguish
between trials where the gate needs to be opened and trials
where the gate needs to be closed. Specifically, trials in
which the previous trial type is repeated (e.g., two reference trials in a row) do not entail a change in the state of
the gate: The gate remains open for successive reference
trials and remains closed for successive comparison trials.
However, switching from a comparison trial to a reference
trial requires gate opening, whereas switching from a reference trial to a comparison trial requires gate closing
(see Figure 1A for a trial-by-trial example).
Consequently, the reference-back task enables one to
distinguish among WM updating subprocesses using three
predefined orthogonal contrasts. These contrasts were utilized in previous studies, showing robust behavioral effects
(Kessler, 2017; Rac-Lubashevsky & Kessler, 2016a, 2016b)
as well as EEG correlates (Rac-Lubashevsky & Kessler,
2018) and association with spontaneous eye blink rates,
an index of central phasic dopaminergic activity (RacLubashevsky, Slagter, & Kessler, 2017). Moreover, RT costs
for these contrasts demonstrate split-half reliabilities of
.85–.86 and are correlated with performance in the standard
N-back task (Rac-Lubashevsky & Kessler, 2016b).
The contrasts were defined as follows (also see Figure 1B).
(1) “Gate opening” is the difference between reference-switch
and reference-repeat trials. All reference trials require the
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Figure 1. (A) An example sequence of reference (red frame) and comparison (blue frame) trials in the reference-back task (top), along with an
illustration of the putative states of the WM gating process and responses required (bottom). (B) Contrast weights for defining distinct WM updating
subprocesses.
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that the WM gate is closed by default and only opens
transiently to relevant inputs, whereas the reference-back
contrasts assume the gate to remain open after an updating
event (a reference trial) until the next input is evaluated.
The fact that robust gate-opening costs are reliably observed (Rac-Lubashevsky et al., 2017; Rac-Lubashevsky &
Kessler, 2016a, 2016b; Kessler & Oberauer, 2014, 2015)
argues against the PBWM model assumption, because such
costs should not be obtained if the gate were closed automatically after each updating event (i.e., reference trial RTs
should not differ as a function of the preceding trial being a
reference or comparison trial). However, we suggest that
the PBWM model can be reconciled with these data via
the plausible assumption of context-sensitive gating policies (e.g., Bhandari & Badre, 2018). To wit, in situations
where updating is rarely required and distracters are
frequent, it would make sense to keep the gate closed by
default. By contrast, when updating is required frequently,
as in the present task (on 50% of the trials), it would be
more efficient to maintain the gate state from the previous
trial until the next input is observed, because this policy
would minimize the number of gate state switches (cf.
Kessler & Oberauer, 2014).
Each block of the reference-back task started with a reference trial, to which the participants did not respond. Then,
in each subsequent trial, a framed face was presented for
2 sec, followed by a blank intertrial interval for 2, 4, 6, or
8 sec. Each of the eight conditions (Trial Type × Gate
Switching × Response) was presented 10 times in each
block, resulting in 320 trials (40 trials per conditions). The
order of trials, as well as the duration of the intertrial interval
jitter, was determined using Optseq (FreeSurfer analysis
tools; Greve, 2002). Each of the four experimental blocks
involved two face stimuli from the same gender. The stimuli
were changed from one block to another and were counterbalanced between participants. We employed different faces
in each block to avoid contributions of long-term memory to
performance. Moreover, using only two faces within a given
block ensures that there is a high potential for interference,
which promotes the use of WM over familiarity-based
strategies (e.g., Szmalec, Verbruggen, Vandierendonck, &
Kemps, 2011). Note that the contrasts of interest (Figure 1B)
are orthogonal with respect to whether a specific face is
repeated from one trial to the next, thus preventing face
stimulus repetition suppression effects from confounding
our results.
FFA Localizer Task
As an FFA localizer task, we employed a block-design 1-back
task (taken from Avidan et al., 2014). Different stimulus categories (familiar faces, unfamiliar faces, buildings, objects,
and scrambled objects) were presented in 10-sec blocks,
with 6-sec intervals between blocks. Within each block, 10
images were presented, each for 800 msec followed by a
200-msec intertrial interval. Within each block, nine images
were unique, whereas one image was presented twice in a
Volume 32, Number 12
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gate to WM to be open, but only the former, where participants are switching from a comparison trial to a reference
trial, involves the process of gate opening. Using a similar
logic, (2) “gate closing” was defined as the difference
between comparison-switch and comparison-repeat trials—
all comparison trials require a closed gate, but only on trials
where participants switch from a reference to a comparison
trial does the process of gate closing take place. Importantly,
because each of the two face stimuli can appear in each of
the conditions, the above contrasts are orthogonal to the
correct response (being “same” or “different”). Finally, (3)
“substitution” refers to replacing old with new information
in WM, which occurs on those reference trials where the
current stimulus does not match the previous reference
(see also Ecker et al., 2010). To substitute old with new
information, the irrelevant previously updated information
should be removed (Kessler, 2018; Lewis-Peacock et al.,
2018; Ecker, Lewandowsky, & Oberauer, 2014). In the
reference-back paradigm, removal and substitution are
coupled (i.e., each time an item is substituted, the previous
one should be removed; but see Kessler, 2018, for a version
of this paradigm that enables observing the aftereffects of
removal by n − 2 repetition costs). Hence, in the current
study, we are not attempting to isolate activity specifically
related to removing items from memory, and part of the
activations identified in the substitution contrast may reflect
such a removal process.
It is important to de-confound substitution from the
difference between making a “same” versus a “different”
response, and this can be achieved by using the difference
between “same” and “different” responses in comparison
trials as a baseline. Accordingly, substitution is calculated
as an interaction contrast, reflecting a larger difference
between “same” and “different” responses in reference
trials than in comparison trials: (“different”reference −
“same”reference) − (“different”comparison − “same”comparison).
In addition, the reference-back design enabled us to
examine the differential neural activity of being in an
open-gate state (“updating mode”; see Kessler & Oberauer,
2014, 2015) compared to a closed-gate state. Accordingly,
the “updating mode” is defined by the overall difference
between reference trials, where the WM referent has to
be updated, and comparison trials, where the referent does
not have to be updated. The updating mode contrast only
involved trial-type repetition trials, in order not to confound
it with gate switching. Thus, whereas “substitution” refers
to the situation where updating involves replacing of the
old referent with a new one (and possibly also includes
removing the now-irrelevant item; see Lewis-Peacock
et al., 2018), the “updating mode” refers to the more general
situation of being in an open-gate state, regardless of
whether the referent has to be replaced (“different” trials)
or not. These process designations and the specific contrasts
isolating the different updating operations are shown in
Figure 1B.
In mapping these reference-back gating costs onto the
PBWM model, it should be noted that the latter assumes

row. The participants were asked to keep track of the stimuli and to press a key each time an image was presented
twice in a row (1-back). There were seven repetitions of
each block type.
fMRI Data Acquisition and Preprocessing

Statistical Data Analysis
In a first-level analysis, for each participant, a task model was
constructed with event-based stick functions, convolved
with a canonical hemodynamic response function, and
high-pass filtered (128 sec) to remove low-frequency signal
drift. The participant-level task matrices included one regressor for each of the eight conditions resulting from
the 2 (Trial Type: reference vs. comparison) × 2 (Gate
Switch: repeat vs. switch) × 2 (Response: same vs. different)
factorial design shown in Figure 1B. The models also included a regressor accounting for error trials, null trials,
the grand mean, and six head-movement regressors. Four
linear contrasts were defined to estimate activation for gate
opening, gate closing, substitution, and updating mode, respectively, as explained in the task description above (see
Figure 1B). For the FFA localizer task, the individual task
models were constructed in the same manner, but coding
for blocks of face stimuli versus nonface stimuli, which were
contrasted against each other.
The individual participants’ contrast images were then
submitted to a second-level one-sample t test group-level
analysis, where participants were treated as random
effects. We pursued two broad sets of fMRI analyses, the
first being an exploratory whole-brain analysis and the
second being an ROI analysis grounded in our a priori

RESULTS
Behavioral Results
All the conditions, along with the four a priori contrasts of
interest, were tested on both RT and accuracy; mean RTs
for the key conditions are shown in Figure 2, and descriptive and inferential statistics are presented in Tables 1 and
2, respectively. The results fully replicated those of the
original studies on the reference-back paradigm (RacLubashevsky & Kessler, 2016a, 2016b): As can be seen in
Figure 2, mean RT for reference trials was substantially
slower than that for comparison trials, reflecting the cost
of the WM updating mode (54 msec, p < .001). As shown
in Figure 2A, switch trials were found to be significantly
slower than repeat trials, both in reference trials and in
comparison trials, reflecting the costs of gate opening
(72 msec, p < .001) and gate closing (52 msec, p < .001),
Nir-Cohen, Kessler, and Egner
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All fMRI data were collected at the Brain Imaging Research
Center, Soroka Medical Center, Beer-Sheva, using a 3-T
Philips Ingenia MRI scanner. The scanning of each participant started with a 3-D structural scan, acquired by a
T1-weighted sequence that yielded high-resolution images
of 1-mm3 voxel size with a matrix of 256 × 256 for 170
slices. Functional data were collected by a T2*-weighted
sequence (repetition time = 2000 msec, echo time =
35 msec, flip angle = 90°). Thirty-five slices were scanned
in ascending order with a 96 × 96 matrix size and a 2.61 ×
2.61 mm voxel resolution with 3-mm thickness. Two hundred
fifteen volumes were acquired. Behavioral responses were
recorded using a two-key box the participants held in their
right hand and pressed with their index or middle finger
for different and same responses, respectively. Imaging
data were preprocessed and analyzed using SPM 12
( Welcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London, UK;
www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). Each participant’s functional
images were realigned, coregistered to the anatomical
image, and slice-time corrected. Then, the images were
normalized into Montreal Neurological Institute space
(with a 2-mm3 voxel size interpolation) and smoothed
using a 6-mm Gaussian kernel to FWHM.

interest of closely interrogating the role of different nodes
of the WM network (the constituent parts of the FPN, the
BG nuclei, and the thalamus) and the FFA in distinct
aspects of the WM updating process. Accordingly, we took
a very conservative approach for guarding against false
positives in the exploratory analysis, using a voxel-based
FWE with a threshold of p < .05 and a minimum cluster size
(KE) of 10 significant voxels for the whole-brain analysis,
and employed a less conservative approach for the a priori
ROI analysis (which in turn is less likely to avoid false
negatives) by using a voxel-based false discovery rate with
a threshold of p < .05. Note that we used voxel-based
rather than cluster-based thresholding throughout to bypass
recent concerns about common cluster-based correction
approaches (Cox, Chen, Glen, Reynolds, & Taylor, 2017;
Eklund, Nichols, & Knutsson, 2016). On the basis of a large
WM literature (D’Esposito & Postle, 2015; Harding et al.,
2015; Nee et al., 2013; Rottschy et al., 2012; McNab &
Klingberg, 2008; O’Reilly & Frank, 2006; Frank et al.,
2001), the WM network ROIs were defined anatomically,
using the WFU PickAtlas toolbox (Maldjian, Laurienti,
Kraft, & Burdette, 2003) masks of the BG and thalamus
(using automated anatomical labeling labels; TzourioMazoyer et al., 2002), and assembling an FPN mask, using
Brodmann’s areas, by combining masks of the dlPFC (BA
8, BA 9, BA 46), mPFC/ACC (BA 24, BA 32), and the PPC
(BA 7, BA 40). We specified a functional ROI of the FFA via
the localizer scan. Finally, in addition to searching for
significant clusters of activation within each ROI, we also
ran the abovementioned contrasts on mean activity (beta
estimates) extracted from each ROI. Bayes factors favoring
the alternative (BF10) and null (BF01) hypotheses were
calculated using JASP software ( JASP Team, 2019) with a
default prior. The latter is especially important to establish
meaningful null effects. Finally, we also conducted some
exploratory brain–behavior correlation analyses between
mean ROI betas and behavioral contrast defining gateopening and gate-closing costs.

respectively. Finally, the interaction contrast comparing
“same” and “different” response conditions between reference and comparison trials revealed a robust substitution
cost (92 msec, p < .001). In summary, the behavioral results
showed that our adaptation of the reference-back protocol
was successful in revealing the behavioral signatures of
updating, gate opening and closing, and substitution processes in WM, thus providing a solid basis for interrogating
the fMRI data for neural substrates of these processes.

Imaging Results
Exploratory Whole-Brain Analysis
We began with an exploratory whole-brain analysis of
each contrast of interest using a conservative correction

threshold (voxel-wise FWE p < .05, KE > 10). Dorsal views
of cortical activations revealed by each contrast are presented
in Figure 3 (for a full list of activated clusters, see Table 3).
The process of gate opening (required in reference trials that
follow a comparison trial) was associated with increased
activation in dorsal and dorsomedial frontal and parietal
regions, with particularly large clusters of activity observed
in the posterior and medial aspects of the PPC, including
the precuneus. In addition, gate opening was associated
with activity in the thalamus, as well as an extensive posterior
cluster stretching from the cuneus into parts of visual cortex,
including the fusiform gyrus (for a full list of activated clusters, see Table 3). Given that this contrast controls for basic
visual input (which is equated between reference and comparison trials), the latter data suggest that the process of
gating visual information into WM may be directly reflected

Table 1. Descriptive Statistics of the RT and Accuracy Data
Conditions
Trial Type

Gate Switch

Reference

Repeat

Switch

Comparison

Repeat

Switch
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RT
Response

Accuracy

Mean (msec)

SD

Mean (%)

SD

Same

694

113

98

3.02

Different

882

158

97

3.28

Same

773

160

98

2.62

Different

945

199

96

4.48

Same

688

116

98

2.47

Different

782

145

98

3.15

Same

716

114

98

2.93

Different

857

165

97

2.67
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Figure 2. Mean RTs (and standard error of the mean) for reference and comparison trials are displayed as a function (A) of whether the condition
was repeated or switched to and (B) of whether the stimulus/response was the same or different to the reference stimulus held in WM. The figure
also highlights the four key contrasts defining gate opening, gate closing, substitution, and updating mode.

Table 2. Summary of the Inferential Statistics of the RT and Accuracy Data Analysis
RT

Accuracy

Mean Difference
(msec)

F(1, 47)

p

η2p

Mean Difference
(%)

F(1, 47)

p

η2p

Gate opening

72

71.12

<.001

.60

−0.4

1.02

.31

.02

Gate closing

52

78.33

<.001

.62

−0.6

3.04

.08

.06

Substitution

92

162.45

<.001

.77

−0.1

0.71

.40

.01

Updating mode

54

57.88

<.001

.47

−0.1

2.36

.13

.05

Contrast

to WM updating subprocesses and to ensure that the inferences derived from the ROI-based search do not simply
reflect (quantitative) thresholding effects, but genuinely
(qualitatively) different activity patterns. Figures 5 and 6
present mean beta values extracted for each ROI (broken
down into nuclei, in the case of the BG). A summary of the
entire statistical analysis, including Bayes factors, is presented in Table 5.
BG. In the ROI-based search, we observed enhanced
activity in BG nuclei for gate opening and substitution,
but not for gate closing or being in an updating mode
(see Figures 4 and 5). More specifically, opening of the gate
to WM was associated with the most widespread increase in
activity, involving all of the BG nuclei bilaterally (Figure 5).
In contrast, no activation increase was detected in any part
of the BG during WM gate closing or updating mode.
Finally, the substitution of old WM content with new information was associated with increased activation in the
caudate, left putamen, and left pallidum.
This pattern of results was largely replicated in the analysis of mean activation estimates for individual nuclei
(Table 5; Figure 5). Mean activation of the BG was significantly higher during switch than repeat trials in reference
trials, but not in comparison trials. Bayes factors corroborated the implication of the BG in gate-opening processes,

ROI Analysis
Activity related to the different WM updating operations in
a priori ROIs was examined with ROI-wide FDR correction,
using a voxel-wise threshold of FDR p < .05. Dorsal
views/axial slices illustrating key findings are shown in
Figure 4. A list of peak coordinates is shown in Table 4.
In addition, we extracted and analyzed mean activity estimates from each of the ROIs. Although this analysis is necessarily less sensitive, as it averages activity over entire
anatomical regions, it allowed us to further quantify the
potential regional functional specializations with respect

Figure 3. Whole-brain group search results for neural substrates of the
different WM updating subprocesses/states, displayed as rendered
dorsal 3-D views (voxel-wise FWE p < .05, KE > 10). The gray clusters
presented in “gate-closing” contrast refer to the clusters found using
voxel-wise FDR threshold correction ( p < .05).
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in enhanced activity in relevant visual regions (see also ROI
Analysis section below).
The analysis of the gate-closing process (required on
comparison trials that follow reference trials) did not yield
significant activations with the conservative FWE wholebrain correction. To probe further for potential neural
substrates of gate closing, we applied a more lenient form
of whole-brain correction (voxel-wise FDR p < .05, KE >
10) to this contrast, which revealed primarily activity in
bilateral PPC, specifically in the superior parietal lobule/
intraparietal sulcus, along with smaller clusters of dorsal
frontal activation (for full listing of active clusters, see
Table 3). When WM did not only have to be updated but
information in WM had to be replaced (“substitution,”
required on reference trials where the current stimulus
mismatched the WM referent), activity was enhanced in
left dlPFC (middle frontal gyrus) and inferior parietal
lobule (for full listing of active clusters, see Table 3).
Finally, being in an “updating mode” was also associated
with increased activation of dorsal frontal and parietal
regions, including most prominently the left PPC.
In summary, in line with expectations, the exploratory
whole-brain analysis identified core components of the FPN
as supporting the regulation of WM updating/protection
processes. However, these contrasts also suggest some
regional differences, suggesting a relatively greater involvement of medial posterior parietal (and visual) cortex
in gate opening, of more lateral posterior parietal regions in
gate closing operations and relatively stronger prefrontal
involvement in the substitution process.

Table 3. Whole-Brain Analysis’ List of Peak Activation in MNI Coordinates
MNI Coordinates
Region

HM

KE

x

y

z

Z

Gate opening (reference switch > reference repeat)
Precuneus

4647

0

−70

34

7.33

R

133

30

−74

−10

7.05

SMA

L

43

−2

−8

52

5.56

MFG

L

20

−22

14

58

5.41

IFG

L

37

−50

24

22

5.39

Thalamus

L

18

−8

−18

10

5.34

Insula

L

17

−28

28

0

5.25

Gate closing (comparison switch > comparison repeat)
Parietal lobule

L

943

−36

−66

50

5.05

Parietal lobule

R

276

40

−52

−28

5.18

BA 46

L

42

−46

28

24

4.23

Middle frontal gyrus

R

50

34

2

58

4.10

Middle frontal gyrus

L

46

−30

−2

66

3.97

SMA

L

57

−2

14

48

4.10

BA 10

L

30

−42

44

0

4.10

Substitution (different–same reference > different–same comparison)
SMA

L

259

−2

8

56

6.06

Middle frontal gyrus

L

83

−50

−44

50

5.65

IPL

L

37

−44

2

50

6.53

Updating (repeat reference > repeat comparison)
IPL

L

302

−48

−42

50

6.17

IPL

R

82

34

−44

38

5.61

MFG

R

49

38

4

58

5.54

SPL

L

22

−34

−64

52

5.42

MFG

L

10

−28

0

66

5.21

Z refers to z score at peak activated voxel. MNI = Montreal Neurological Institute; SPL = superior parietal lobule.

especially in the caudate and pallidum (gate opening: caudate BF10 = 25.17, putamen BF10 = 6.38, pallidum BF10 =
100.46; gate closing: caudate BF10 = 0.20, putamen BF10 =
0.40, pallidum BF 10 = 0.19), and they also provided
support against an involvement of these two nuclei in gate
closing (caudate: BF01 = 4.91; pallidum: BF01 = 5.14).
Updating mode-related activity was not significant for any
contrast, and the noninvolvement of the BG in that mode
was supported by the Bayes factor results, which favored
2292
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the null hypothesis (putamen: BF 01 = 5.96; pallidum:
BF01 = 4.87). Finally, only mean activity in the caudate also
exhibited some evidence for an involvement in the substitution process (BF10 = 3.48). In summary, the present data
support the long-standing proposal of BG involvement in
input gating of WM content, by showing that the BG are
robustly associated with the process of opening the gate
to WM. We also observed some evidence for substitutionrelated activity, but most importantly, supported by the
Volume 32, Number 12
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Fusiform gyrus

Bayesian analysis results, the BG nuclei seem to play no
active role in closing the gate to WM.
Thalamus. Similar to the BG, the thalamus was found to
display activity increases during WM gate opening but
displayed no detectable increase in activity during the
gate-closing operation or with respect to being in an updating mode. This was born out both by the search for significant clusters within the thalamus ROI (Figure 4) and by the
analyses run on mean thalamus activation (Figure 5):
Switch trials evoked higher mean activation than repeat
trials in reference trials but not in comparison trials, and
this gate-opening effect was strongly supported by Bayes
factor analysis (BF10 = 3801). By contrast, we observed
some evidence against the thalamus’ involvement in gate
closing (BF01 = 3.63). Moreover, neither the substitution
cost nor updating mode contrasts were significant, with
the Bayes factor analysis speaking against thalamus involvement in the updating mode (BF01 = 6.34). In summary, as
in the BG, we observed strong evidence for activity
increase in the thalamus when the gate to WM had to be
opened, whereas we observed some evidence against an
involvement in gate closing.
FPN. As already suggested by the whole-brain analysis
above, we found that components of the FPN were

activated by all WM updating subprocesses, but the pattern
of activation was suggestive of a functional fractionation of
the different FPN nodes (see Figures 4 and 6). Specifically,
the search for significant activated clusters within the ROIs
showed that, whereas the entire FPN was robustly and bilaterally activated during the gate-opening operation and by
being engaged in an updating mode, the process of WM
content substitution produced much more lateralized
activity in the left parietal and left lateral frontal cortex,
and gate closing was associated almost exclusively with
enhanced left parietal activation along the IPS (Figure 4).
The analysis of mean ROI activity and the Bayes factors
confirmed this picture: As shown in Figure 6 (and in
Table 5), the gate-opening contrast was significant for mean
activation in all FPN components. Moreover, the Bayes
factors favoring the hypothesis of these regions’ involvement
in gate opening supported this pattern (dlPFC: BF10 =
1375.50; mPFC\ACC: BF10 = 40.34; PPC: BF10 = 378.96).
In contrast, the gate-closing contrast at the level of mean
ROI activity was not found to be significant in any of the
FPN components. Bayes factors favored the null hypothesis of no involvement in gate closing for the mPFC (BF01 =
6.24) but did not support either hypotheses for the other
components (see Table 5). The substitution cost contrast
was significant for the PPC, with strong support from the
Bayes factor analysis (BF10 = 14.47), but not the frontal
FPN components, although Bayes factors indicated some
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Figure 4. Results of the ROI analyses are displayed as a function of WM updating subprocess (columns) and ROI (rows) on dorsal-view rendered 3-D
brains (top row) and axial slices (other rows).

Table 4. ROI Analysis Peak Activation in MNI Coordinates
MNI Coordinates
Region

HM

KE

x

y

L

477

−8

22

2

4.66

R

450

10

14

−2

4.90

L

608

−28

12

−4

3.76

R

254

36

−8

−2

3.48

L

206

−14

0

6

4.98

R

108

16

4

2

4.09

L

1031

−8

−18

10

5.34

R

865

8

−14

8

4.71

R

567

26

20

44

5.58

L

428

−46

20

26

4.97

R

578

4

−8

50

4.67

L

661

−2

−8

50

5.54

L

2286

−2

−72

34

6.83

R

1697

4

−68

32

7.10

L

208

−38

−62

−18

4.93

R

276

36

−52

−16

5.88

z

Z

Gate opening (reference switch > reference repeat)
BG

Caudate

Putamen

Pallidum

FPN

dlPFC

mPFC\ACC

PPC

FFA

Gate closing (comparison switch > comparison repeat)
FPN

dlPFC

L

10

−46

28

24

4.23

mPFC\ACC

L

15

−4

14

46

3.99

PPC

L

425

−46

−40

50

4.96

R

25

34

−68

50

4.05

Substitution (different–same reference > different–same comparison)
BG

L

24

−8

22

2

3.60

R

68

16

4

20

3.46

Putamen

L

42

−16

6

6

3.61

Pallidum

L

35

−14

6

2

3.89

L

13

−2

−10

12

3.21

R

15

14

−30

10

3.26

L

129

−50

6

40

5.03

R

24

4

14

56

4.56

L

162

−2

8

52

5.43

R

51

4

16

46

3.98

L

1289

−52

−40

50

5.57

R

161

14

−66

60

4.42

Caudate

Thalamus

FPN

dlPFC

mPFC\ACC

PPC
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Thalamus

Table 4. (continued )
MNI Coordinates
Region

HM

KE

x

y

z

Z

R

14

44

−64

−20

3.90

L

14

−40

−62

−20

3.52

L

122

−50

8

42

4.26

R

81

38

40

36

5.42

mPFC\ACC

L

33

−4

12

46

4.25

PPC

L

1218

−50

−40

48

6.11

R

830

40

−42

40

5.07

FFA

Updating (repeat reference > repeat comparison)
FPN

dlPFC

evidence for the dlPFC’s involvement in substitution
(BF10 = 3.88). Finally, the updating mode contrast was
significant for mean activity in the PPC and marginally significant for the frontal regions. The Bayes factor analysis
did not provide support for or against this involvement,
however (see Table 5).
In summary, in line with the results of the whole-brain
analysis, the ROI-based analysis provided additional

evidence for a functional dissociation of FPN components’
roles in WM updating, with the frontal and parietal nodes
being concerned with gate opening and being in an
updating mode, but PPC additionally contributing to substitution of information in WM. Whereas the ROI-based
search revealed some activity in the left PPC during gate
closing, Bayesian analysis on the mean beta values of PPC
provided neither support for (BF10 = 0.62) nor against

Figure 5. Mean activity estimates (and standard error of the mean) for the BG nuclei and thalamus are shown for reference and comparison trials as a
function of whether the condition was repeated or switched to (top panel) and of whether the stimulus/response was the same or different to the
reference stimulus held in WM (bottom panel). The figure also highlights the four key contrasts defining gate opening, gate closing, substitution, and
updating mode (†p < .01, *p < .05, **p < .001).
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Z refers to z score at peak activated voxel.

(BF01 = 1.59) this region’s involvement in gate closing.
Together, we view these data as merely suggestive of a
possible involvement of PPC in gate closing.
FFA. The (functionally defined) FFA ROI displayed a
similar activity pattern to that observed in the BG, thalamus, and frontal (but not parietal) FPN components. In
the search for active clusters, we observed loci in the FFA
that showed significant activation increases during substitution, but the most pronounced activity was observed
during gate opening (Figure 4). In contrast, no activity
increase was detected during gate closing or in relation
to the updating mode. The same pattern was confirmed
in the analysis of mean FFA activation (Figure 6) and in
the Bayesian analysis. Specifically, there was greater mean
activation during switch trials than repeat trials in reference
trials but not in comparison trials, and an involvement of
the FFA in gate opening was strongly supported by the
Bayes factor analysis (BF10 = 50.30). Moreover, we found
some evidence against the FFA’s involvement in gate
closing, with the Bayes factor favoring the null hypothesis
(BF 01 = 3.75). Substitution cost and updating mode
contrasts were not significant at the mean ROI activity
level; however, the Bayes factor indicated evidence in
favor of the FFA’s involvement in substitution (BF10 =
8.13). Thus, intriguingly, processes related to allowing
sensory content to enter WM (gate opening) and/or to
replace WM representations (substitution) seem to have
a direct impact on activity in the sensory regions that are
involved in processing and/or representing the relevant
stimulus material.
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Brain–Behavior Correlations
Finally, we conducted exploratory, post hoc correlation
analyses across participants between ROI activity (contrast
beta weights) and behavioral (RT) gate-opening and gateclosing costs. On the basis of the above results, we expected
to observe positive correlations between gate-opening
costs and the corresponding ROI contrasts as well as null
correlations for gate-closing costs. It should be noted, however, that even with our larger-than-average sample (n =
48), brain–behavior correlation analyses of this type are
likely underpowered (Cremers, Wager, & Yarkoni, 2017;
Poldrack et al., 2017), and the below results should therefore be interpreted with caution. The correlations between
gate-opening cost and the corresponding ROI contrast
were all positive in direction and small (r = .15–.32), with
only the thalamus data passing the conventional statistical
significance criterion (dlPFC: r = .15, p = .316; mPFC: r =
.15, p = .321; PPC: r = .13, p = .384; caudate: r = .24,
p = .104; putamen: r = .16, p = .271; pallidum: r = .16,
p = .267; thalamus: r = .32, p = .025; FFA: r = .17, p =
.236). The correlations between gate-closing cost and the
corresponding ROI contrast hovered around zero or
trended negative in direction, and none of them reached
significance (dlPFC: r = −.14, p = .335; mPFC: r =
−.09, p = .560; PPC: r = −.17, p = .253; caudate: r =
−.09, p = .460; putamen: r = −.04, p = .762; pallidum:
r = −.09, p = .522; thalamus: r = −.26, p = .080; FFA:
r = −.02, p = .867). In summary, although the direction
of correlations observed was in line with expectations
(and significant for the thalamus and gate-opening cost),
the results were largely inconclusive.
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Figure 6. Mean activity estimates (and standard error of the mean) for the FPN components and the FFA are shown for reference and comparison
trials as a function of whether the condition was repeated or switched to (top panel) and of whether the stimulus/response was the same or different
to the reference stimulus held in WM (bottom panel). The figure also highlights the four key contrasts defining gate opening, gate closing,
substitution, and updating mode (†p < .01, *p < .05, **p < .001).

Gate Opening
F(1, 47)

p

BF10

Gate Closing
BF01

Substitution

Updating Mode

F(1, 47)

p

BF10

BF01

F(1, 47)

p

BF10

BF01

F(1, 47)

p

BF10

BF01

Caudate

9.66

.003**

25.17

0.04

0.68

.41

0.20

4.91

2.80

.10*

3.48

0.28

2.09

.15

0.41

2.39

Putamen

5.28

.02**

6.38

0.15

1.25

.26

0.40

2.47

0.12

.72

0.33

3.03

0.38

.53

0.16

5.96

Pallidum

13.41

<.001**

100.46

0.01

0.57

.45

0.19

5.14

0.86

.35

0.78

1.27

0.38

.53

0.20

4.87

Thalamus

20.99

<.001**

3801.41

2.63e−4

0.41

.52

0.27

3.63

0.49

.48

0.57

1.74

0.01

.89

0.15

6.34

dlPFC

22.93

<.001**

1375.50

7.27e−4

1.24

.26

0.36

2.70

2.38

.12

3.88

0.25

3.75

.06*

0.77

1.28

mPFC\ACC

12.41

<.001**

40.34

0.02

0.01

.91

0.16

6.24

0.71

.40

0.38

2.58

3.81

.06*

0.81

1.22

PPC

19.24

<.001**

378.96

0.003

2.34

.13

0.62

1.59

5.83

.02**

14.47

0.06

4.26

.04**

2.39

0.41

FFA

24.95

<.001**

50.30

0.02

0.35

.55

0.26

3.75

2.90

.09*

8.13

0.12

2.56

.11

0.39

2.52

For each Region × Subprocess, Bayes factors favoring the hypothesis (BF10) and the null hypothesis (BF01) were calculated as well.
*p < .1.
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Table 5. Summary of the Statistical Analysis on the Mean Activity Beta Values, Divided by ROIs and by the Subprocesses
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Gate Opening versus Gate Closing

There is copious evidence for the involvement of the FPN,
BG, and thalamus in maintaining and updating WM
content, but how the regions may differentially contribute
to different subprocesses of WM updating is not well
understood. To address this important question, we combined fMRI with the recently developed reference-back
task, which enabled us—for the first time—to tease apart
neural substrates of gate-opening, gate-closing, and substitution processes, as well as an updating mode of operation.
Moreover, we used face stimuli to examine updatingrelated activity in sensory cortex specialized for processing
the WM items, namely, the FFA.
Our behavioral results fully replicated previous studies
using this protocol (Kessler, 2017; Rac-Lubashevsky &
Kessler, 2016a, 2016b). Moreover, the imaging data indicate that the FPN, BG, and thalamus all contribute to
gate-opening and substitution processes. Being in an
updating mode associated with FPN activity, mainly the
PPC, but not the subcortical components. In addition, we
found that FFA activity displayed robust effects of WM
gate-opening and substitution processes.

Intriguingly, whereas we observed strong evidence for the
BG, thalamus, and FPN regions’ involvement in gate opening, we did not observe strong evidence for any of these
region’s involvement in gate closing but substantial evidence against such an involvement for the BG and thalamus. Previous behavioral studies demonstrated that both
opening and closing the gate to WM involve an RT cost.
This was observed both using the reference-bask task
(Rac-Lubashevsky & Kessler, 2016a, 2016b, 2018; RacLubashevsky et al., 2017) and in a sequence updating task
(Kessler & Oberauer, 2014, 2015). Here, we find that, under
roughly equivalent behavioral costs of opening and closing
the gate, the neural mechanisms involved in the two operations appear to be distinct. Notably, supported by Bayesian
analysis, the BG and the thalamus showed clear single dissociations—with strong evidence for gate-opening-related
activity and strong evidence against gate-closing-related
activity. However, we did not observe the obverse pattern
in any other region. In fact, the only region where we
detected any sign of potential involvement in gate closing
was the PPC, but the evidence was not conclusive.
We offer three possible interpretations of these results
that raise interesting questions for follow-up studies.
First, the lack of a BG activation increase in relation to gate
closing per se may plausibly reflect the fact that the closed
gate (i.e., tonic inhibition of the thalamus) represents a BG
default state (e.g., Chevalier & Deniau, 1990), returning to
which might not impose additional local metabolic
demands on the BG. In other words, the observation of
robust behavioral gate-closing costs (in both the current
and prior studies), combined with the lack of strong evidence for any one region’s contribution to closing the gate
to WM, suggests that gate closing may be a time-consuming
but not an active process. This possibility fits with the
PBWM model suggesting that the closed gate represents
a default state. Second, on the basis of our observation of
some (although not strong) evidence for an involvement of
the PPC in gate closing, it is also possible that gate closing
does require active cortical engagement and that this process originates in the PPC. The PPC has been frequently
implicated in WM maintenance (e.g., Quentin et al., 2019;
Majerus et al., 2016), and it has ample direct anatomical
projections to the BG (e.g., Jarbo & Verstynen, 2015;
Cavada & Goldman-Rakic, 1991), thus making it a plausible
contributor to gating processes. However, given the inconclusive nature of its involvement in gate closing in this
study, future studies, perhaps involving targeted neurostimulation of the PPC, are needed to rigorously test this
possibility.
Third, another possible account for the lack of active BG
(and thalamic and FPN) involvement in the gate-closing
process could be that closing the gate to WM relies on
direct projections from the ventral tegmental area ( VTA)
to frontal regions and does not activate the BG (cf.
Chatham & Badre, 2015; D’Ardenne et al., 2012; Braver &

Gate Opening, Substitution, and Updating Mode in
the WM Network
The use of the reference-back paradigm allowed us to isolate
different subprocesses involved in WM updating processes,
thus enabling more precise process-to-brain region attribution and, accordingly, a stronger test of the PBWM model
(O’Reilly & Frank, 2006; Frank et al., 2001). In general
support of that model’s proposal of BG–thalamus–PFC
circuits supporting WM, we observed involvement of
all components of this network (as well as PPC) in the
processes of opening the gate to WM and in subsequently
replacing the current content of WM with new perceptual
information (substitution). The PBWM model posits that
it is specifically the BG (and not the FPN) that are implementing the gating operation. However, under the
assumptions of the model, it is nevertheless plausible that
one would also observe gate opening and substitutionrelated activity more broadly throughout the WM network, as the opening of the gate, and in particular the
substitution process, would be expected to have knockon effects in the thalamus and FPN. Moreover, in support
of the model’s differentiation between the gating mechanism in the BG and the representation of WM content in
FPN, we found that an “updating mode,” which refers to
an open-gate state that does not involve any change in
gating status, was associated exclusively with FPN and
not with BG or thalamic activity. Hence, it appears that
opening the gate to WM relies on activating the frontothalamic-striatal loop, but only frontoparietal cortex is
involved in keeping the gate in an open state to allow for
continuous updating.
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DISCUSSION

representations, with the actual representations being held
in the posterior cortex, that is, in areas that also serve the
perception and long-term storage of the memoranda
(Serences, 2016; Lara & Wallis, 2015; Feredoes et al., 2011;
Postle, 2006; D’Esposito, Postle, & Rypma, 2000).
Relevant to this debate, our findings demonstrate the
involvement of the FFA in WM updating subprocesses. In
particular, gate-opening and substitution processes, but
not gate closing, were associated with elevated neural
activity in the FFA. This finding supports the notion that
posterior, “perceptual” regions play a major role not only
in WM maintenance (as already posited by the sensory
recruitment account) but also in WM updating. We offer
two tentative accounts for this finding. The first is that the
posterior cortex is more heavily recruited for WM maintenance in situations that call for substitution of the information or for switching from “passive maintenance” (as
reflected in comparison trials) to updating. A second,
not mutually exclusive interpretation is that the same signaling cascade that leads to gating information into WM
also serves to concurrently boost attention to the to-beencoded items represented in posterior perceptual regions.
Although input gating involves a feed-forward flow of information from perception to WM, representations held in WM
may in turn lead to directing attention toward perceptual
regions, in a concurrent feed-backward fashion. These
possibilities could plausibly be evaluated by combining
the reference-back task with more time-sensitive measures of neural activity in future studies.
Conclusions
To conclude, this study revealed for the first time distinct
neural activity related to gate opening, gate closing, substitution, and updating mode, by combining the reference-back
protocol with fMRI. Whereas gate opening was associated
with activation of the BG–thalamus–PFC loop, in accordance
with the PBWM model, the same was true for FFA activity.
Moreover, we observed strong evidence against an active
involvement of the BG and thalamus in the gate-closing
process. These results supply important novel data to inform
our evolving theories of the neuroanatomical mechanisms
supporting WM.

The Role of Posterior Cortex in WM Updating
Many prior studies have established that PFC is a crucial
component of STM (Fuster & Alexander, 1971), cognitive
control (Miller & Cohen, 2001), and WM updating and maintenance (e.g., Narayanan et al., 2005). However, the specific
role it plays in supporting these abilities is still under debate.
One traditional view, which is also implemented in PBWM,
holds that PFC plays a key role in encoding and storing goaldirected representation within WM (O’Reilly & Frank, 2006;
Courtney, Petit, Haxby, & Ungerleider, 1998; GoldmanRakic, 1996). In contrast, a more recent view (the sensory
recruitment hypotheses) does not identify PFC with temporary storage per se but rather characterizes the lateral PFC as
responsible for directing selective attention toward memory
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